Many couples face changing gender roles, balancing paid work and family lift, and conflict over decision making. This paper reviews research on relationship equality that family lift educators can incorporite into existing couples education programs. Informed by feminist and gender perspectives, five aspects of equality are highlighted: consequences of inequality, benefits of equality, definitions of equality, models of equality-based relationships, and steps in developing equality. Recommendations about group facilitation, an outline of the content, and couple and group activities are provided.
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Blais ure & Ko iv unen /l n c o rpo r.
The purpose ofthis paper is to offerr heterosexual couple relationships that has bc for premarital or couple/marriage education costs of inequality, benefits of equality, *'har and developing equality), group and couplc family life educators in presenting this infu-r the content (in Appendix A) can bc duplir Descriptions of couple and group activitics an Much of the content presenred hcr( feminist research on and analysis of hererose 1992; Okin, 1989; and lrom understand interpersonal interactions (Ferree. A feminist perspective on marriage highlighr "adopt different self concepts and behar.irs marriages" in the face of changing gender role Hiller & Philliber, 1989, p. 136) . Additionall "deeper look into the processes through *'hic result in women's economic marginalization household" (Zvonkovic, Greaves, Schmiege, / gender perspectives on relationships reveal hc upon to have the interpersonai skills and er develop and maintain emotional closeness an relationship contributions for the benefir of 1995; Vannoy, 1991) .
While some family iife educarus fairness and equity does not ht the rclaric couples, evidence suggests that these c disagreements and disappointments regardin men who attend Promise Keepers rallies do y dissatisfaction with the men's low level (Walcheski & Blaisure, 1999) . Addirionalll. researchers noted that traditional couplcs division of labor, concluding that peacefulnes bought by avoidance (Kluwer, Heesink . & conflict as a relational strategy can lead consequences (Gottman, 1994; Mintz & Maha Whether family lifc cducators diru programs, they are taking an idcological smn relationships reinforces imbalanccs through a of inequality--certainly a valuc-laden pcit (Knudson-Maftin, 1997) . Addressing rhese r program can normalize tension and proride thinking about gender in couple relationship Heesink, & Van De Vliert, 1997) .
The following hve sections contain with couples in educational settings. Family li may find the information useful as a sug Blaisure & Koivunen/lncorporating a Discussion of Equaliry 75
The purpose of this paper is to offer research information on equality in leterosexual couple relationships that has been incorporated into presentations fu premarital or couple/marriage education programs. Five content areas (i.e., mts of inequality, benefits of equality, what is equality, types of relationships, end developing equality), group and couple activities, and considerations for Iamily life educators in presenting this information are reviewed. An outline of thc content (in Appendix A) can be duplicated for overheads or handouts. Dcscriptions of couple and group activities are described in Appendix B.
Much of the content presented here derives from a rich tradition of ftminist research on and anaiysis of heterosexual relationships (Baber & Allen, 1992; Okin, 1989; and from the use of a gender perspective to understand interpersonal interactions (Ferree, 1 990; West & Zimmerman, I 987) . A feminist perspective on marriage highlights the need for women and men to -adopt different self concepts and behaviors in order to sustain high-quality marriages" in the face of changing gender roles and economic realities (VannoyHiller & Philliber, 1989, p. 136) . Additionally, a genderperspective compels a -deeper look into the processes through which couples make the decisions that result in women's economic marginalization and women's 'second shif in the household" (Zvonkovic, Greaves, Schmiege, & Hall, 1996, p.91) . Feminist and gender perspectives on relationships reveal how partners are increasingly called upon to have the interpersonal skills and emotional availabiiity necessary to deveiop and maintain emotional closeness and to monitor and adjust their own relationship contributions for the benefit of both partncrs (Blaisure & Allen, 1995; Vannoy,1991) .
While some family life educators might maintain that addressing fairness and equity does not frt the relationship goals of many traditional couples, evidence suggests that these couples are not immune from disagreements and disappointments regarding these issues. For example, some men who attend Promise Keepers raliies do so out of their own and their wives' dissatisfaction with the men's low level of involvement in family life (Walcheski & Blaisure, 1999) . Additionally, in a survey of 494 Dutch couples, researchers noted that traditional couples withdrew from conflict around division of labor, concluding that peacefulness of traditional marriages might be bought by avoidance (Kluwer, Heesink, & Van De Vliert, 1997) . Avoiding conflict as a relational strategy can lead to dire health and relationship consequences (Gottman, 1994; Mirosky & Ross, 1989) .
Whether family life educators discuss equality or not in their couple programs, they are taking an ideological stand. Ignoring power differentials in relationships reinforces imbalances through a passive acceplancs ofa status quo ol inequality--certainly a value-laden position for an educator to assume (Knudson-Martin, 1997) . Addressing these stressors frankly in an education program can normalize tension and provide couples with alternative ways of thinking about gender in couple relationships and resolving conflict (Kluwer, Heesink, & Van De Vliert, 1997) .
The following hve sections contain the content that has been shared with couples in educational settings. Family life educators and family therapists may find the information useful as a supplement to their current couple education materials. The sections below could be presented at separate times and in a different order than given here. Notes to educators about presenting the content or incorporating a group or couple activity are given at the beginning of each section.
COSTS OFINEQUALITY
Note to educator: Whichever section is chosen as the hrst, a warm-up exercise is recommended. The activity, "Where Do I Stand," can accomplish this goal as it allows all the group members an opportunity to move around and to share their thoughts with one another (See Appendix B). Studies on relationship equality reviewed here have tended to use white, middle class, dualincome samples, although some diversity in ethnicity and socioeconomic background is found. For example, Rabin (1996) interviewed couples in Israel. United Kingdom, and the United States who varied in race, class, and income. Educators are encouraged to learn from group members as they may have experiences and issues that vary from thosereflected in the research.
In Europe and the United States, a majority of divorces are initiated b1' women (Ahrons, 1994; Amato & Rogers, 1997; Rabin, 1996) . Researchers conclude that women are less willing to endure miserable marriages than in the past (Gottman, Katz, & Hooven, 7997) and want equality and equity in their marriages (Fowers, 1991; Gottman, 1994; Hochschild. 1989; Mirowsky & Ross. 1989; Zuo, 1991) .
Traditional gender arrangements are based on power differentials Okin, 1989; Rabin, 1996; , and the negative results of this differential are well documented for women (Chafetz, 1990; Gottman, 1994; Hochschild, 1989; Mirowsky & Ross. 1989; Rabin, 1996 Yannoy-Hiller & Philliber, 1989) . Inequality in decision making and lack of shared parenting is related to wives' depression (Gottman, 1994; Mirowsky & Ross, 1989; Rabin, 1996) . Lower marital satisfaction increases the risk of immune dysfunction in women (Gottman, 7994) . After reviewing the research on gender, marital status, and reported illness, Gottman (1994) concluded that "women are at greater health risk in unhappy marriages than men" (p.25D.
Research is also identifuing negative results of traditional gender arrangements for men. Inequality lowers husbands' perceptions of marital quality as well as those of wives (Amato & Booth, 1995; Vannoy-Hiller & Philliber, 1989) . Men reporr becoming bored or overwhelmed with responsibility in traditional marriages Rabin, 1996; . Gottman (1994) concluded that husbands' participation in housework and childcare reflects their engagement in the marriage and ability to handle wives' anger and negative affect. For women and men, imbalance of influence in their intimate relationship is related to depression, although couples typically balance their relationship in favor of giving the husband more power (Mirowsky & Ross, 1989 ).
Men's attitudes toward gender roles greatly influence their view of family roles. Role-sharing husbands view wives' interests as equal to their own Blaisure & Koivunen/I nco rDo ra and have less traditional attitudes about m: 1996). Traditional husbands experiencc gr powerful, and competitive as compared to roleThese characteristics are connected with less feelings of depression and anxiety (Mintz & Il The major benefits of marriage mct (Horwitz, White, & Howell-White, 1996 consideration, caring, love, equity, and comm anxious partners than marriages characterizct consideration and caring (Mirowsky & Ross. I least amount of violence (Babcock, Walu. Jar 1997) . ). At the conclusion of their bmk dq study of the well-being of couples and their cl provided five recommendations to strength promotion of gender equity within families.
BENEFITS OF EQT
Note to educator: couples can often p which they could do as individual couples. in :
In addition to the reasons noted abo reasons why couples may wish to concern tl proohng their marriage and promoting friends DIVORCE-PROOFING Beginning in the late 1980s an documenting the existence of couples with c< marital equality (Altrocchi & Crosby, 1989 : I & Bowes, 1994 Hochschild, 1989; Rabin. 199 1998; ; Vannoy-Hiller & Phi documented the benefits of equality-based relr "divorce-proofing" marriages and ensuring d relationships (Knudson-Martin & Mahoney, I In their longitudinal study, Amat< increases in egalitarianism were associated r disagreements, and divorce proneness. Schs' peer couples revealed that " [t] he shared decisr labor were in the service of an inimate and dc this kind of marriage peer marriage: it is a collaboration of love and labor in order to mutual respecf' (p. 2, emphasis added).
In a study of 10 couples who identifit 1995), partners described their reiationships a as "a soul mate," and "a friend." A belief in eq satisrying marriages that they considered sug and have less traditional attitudes about male authority . Traditional husbands experience greater pressure to be successful, powerful, and competitive as compared to role-sharing and participant husbands. These characteristics are connected with less capacity for intimacy and greater feelings of depression and anxiety .
The major benehts of marriage occur for those in good relationships tHorwitz, White, & Howell-White, 1996) . Marriages characterized by consideration, caring, love, equity, and communication have less depressed and anxious partners than marriages characterized by conflict, inequity, and lack of consideration and caring (Mirowsky & Ross, 1989) . Democratic homes have the least amount of violence (Babcock, Waltz, Jacobson, & Gottman, 1993; Gelles, 1997) . ). At the conciusion of their book documenting a l2-year longitudinal study of the well-being of couples and their children, Amato and Booth (1991) provided five recommendations to strengthen families, one of which was promotion of gender equity within families.
BENEFITS OFEQUALITY
Note to educator: couples can often generate their own list ofbenefits, which they could do as individual couples, in small groups, or as a large group.
In addition to the reasons noted above, studies reveal two compelling reasons why couples may wish to concern themselves with equality: divorceproofing their marriage and promoting friendship in their marriage.
DIVORCE-PROOFING
Beginning in the late 1980s and early 1990s, studies began documenting the existence of couples with congruent ideology and practice of marital equality (Altrocchi & Crosby, 1989; Blaisure & Allen, 1995; Hochschild, 1989; Rabin, 1996; Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, i998; Schwartz, 7994; Vannoy-Hiller & Philliber, 1989) . These studies have documented the benefits of equality-based relationships, namely the benehts of "divorce-proofing" marriages and ensuring deeply satisfying, intimate, couple relationships (Knudson-Martin & Mahoney, 1 998).
In their longitudinal study, Amato and Booth (1995) noted that increases in egalitarianism were associated with declines in marital problems, disagreements, and divorce proneness. interviews with 56 peer coupies revealed that "[t]he shared decisions, responsibility, and household labor were in the service of an intimate and deeply collaborative maniage. I call this kind of marriage peer marriage; it is a marriage of equal companions, a collaboration of love and labor in order to produce profound intimacy and mutual respecf' (p. 2, emphasis added).
In a study of 10 couples who identihed as feminists (Blaisure & Allen, 1995) , partners described their relationships as "expanding," and their partners as "a soul mate," and "a friend." A belief in equality guided their construction of satisfying marriages that they considered superior to traditional ones. Feminist beliefs of equality "upgraded" marriage for women and brought men closer their family members.
.A BEST FRIEND'' Many studies are revealing couples' desire for relationship equali (Blaisure & Allen, 1995 : Hochschild, 1989 Knudson-Marrin & Mahonev. 199 Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, 1998; Schwartz, rgg4) .Individuals often ex the goal to marry "a best friend" (Markman, stanley & Blumberg, i9 Notarius & Markman , 1993) . Gottman (1994) concluded from his lonsitudi research of over 700 couples that the way to a satis4ring and stable marriage i through "pirofound friendship." Friendship is one closqrelationship in westerr society without institutional role expectations and is built on mutuality, ongoing choice, fairness, and a sense ofequality (Rabin, 1996) .
However, not every gender arrangement promotes friendship. Rabin's (1996) interviews with 70 couples from Israel, the united Kingdom. the United States, men reported wanting a best friend and acknowlidged potential of the separate spheres arrangement (i.e., he is in charge of income she is in charge of family life typical in rraditional marrlage) to inh friendship. In Risman and Johnson-Sumerford's (1999) Couples may respond positivelv to "enabling the other person to expand thei freedom" (Rabin, 1996, p. 53) . Empowerm within a relationship and expands choices. ' (Rabin, 1996) , and men learn to be infl (Gottman, 1994) .
When discussing a power definitis program, the first author has found it hel analysis of power in marriage, as described (1998). The following definitions are sh< educational program and are used to genera form ofpower is and is not present in couples "Manifest power is the ability to en and can be measured easily'' (Risman & j Examples of this type of power are one-sid coercion.
"Latent power, however, is more i keep issues from even being raised, l-atert arises because the needs and wishes of the t met" (Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, 1998 power are easily taken from everyday life. ln< a list of examples of when they consciousll raise an issue or offer a suggestion and their n Functioning as a meta-relationship rule, identification of times it is in effect.
"Invisible power extends belutd grievances and depends on the systematic d are so embedded in practice and persons tl legitimate, even by women" (Risman & Jdu embedded within the framework of a valued, intimate companionship,' (p 35, emphasis added).
WI{AT IS EQUALITY ANYWAY?
Note to educator: After presenting the information in this section, couples could do the "our Blender" activity (see Appendix B) in which they determine how they wish to blend rhe types of equalitt (i.e., the 50/50 rule, the proportional equity, and need equity). couples could also brainstorm strategies that cover up equality and strategies that promote equality. See Appendix c for a handout that lists these strategies.
The term, equality, as used here, refers to both berief in the inherenr equality of women and men that is carried over into a committed relationship and behaviors that mirror that belief. Some family life educators and couples might prefer to use the term, cgalitarian, instead of equality. A group discussion of these terms would be one way to introduce the topic. Ask the group members to brainstorm what rhey think of when they hear the termJ, equality and egalitarian. After acknowledging the range of thoughts and reactions to these terms, offer the following understanding of equality.
Through her research and therapeutic practice, Rabin (1996) has identihed three ways couples define equality. First, equality is defined as subjective appraisal by a partner. In this dehnition, couples rely on three justice rules to determine whether their relationship is based on equality. when applying the 50-50 Rule, individuals' contributions and rewards are divided half (Rabin, 1996, p. 45) . U.S. couples typically make the covert deal that husband's income gives him more power. Yet, wives earning more than husbands typically don't "buy out" of household chores. Feeling entitled affects women's ability to increase personal power in a relationship.
Couples may respond positively to the idea of empowerment, that is, "enabling the other person to expand their range of choices and personal freedom" (Rabin, 1996, p. 53) . Empowerment allows for two strong leaders within a relationship and expands choices. Women learn to assert themselves (Rabin, 1996) , and men learn to be influenced by their female partners (Gottman, 1994) .
When discussing a power defrnition of equality in a couple education program, the first author has found it helpful to describe Komter's (1989) analysis of power in marriage, as described by Risman & Johnson-Sumerford (1998) . The foilowing definitions are shown on an overhead during an educational program and are used to generate discussion regarding how each form ofpower is and is not present in couples' relationships.
"Manifest power is the ability to enforce one's will against opposition and can be measured easily'' (Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, 1998, p. 33) . Examples of this tlpe of power arc one-sided decisions, physical abuse, and coercion.
"Latent power, however, is more insidious and reflects the force to keep issues from even being raised. Latent power exists when conflict never arises because thc needs and wishes of the more powerful are anticipated and met" (Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, 1998, p. 33) . Examples of this type of power are easily taken from everyday life. Individuals could be asked to develop a list of examples of when they consciously and unconsciously decide not to raise an issue or offer a suggestion and their reasons behind this self-monitoring. Functioning as a meta-relationship rule, latent power could also inhibit identification of times it is in effect.
"Invisible power extends beyond the harboring of even latent grievances and depends on the systematic differentiation between groups that are so embedded in practice and persons that male privilege is perceived as legitimate, even by women" (Risman & Johnson-Sumerford, 1998, p. 33 ). An example of invisible power is assuming the man's paid work takes over the woman's paid work (e.g., in determining where the couple lives, their family time is organized, who stays home with sick children).
A third definition of equality is sharing household and parenting tasks. A series ofresearch studies have documented that the happiest couples lear to share tasks without much conflict or "fuss" (Blaisure & Allen. 199 Goodnow & Bowes, 1994; Hochschild, 1989; Rabin, 1996; Risman & JohnsonSumerford, 1998; . "Once equality is habitual, calculation constant comparison €tre no longer necessary'' (Thompson, 1991, p.188 ). Goodnow and Bowes' 1994 study of 50 Australian couples and in Rabin' international study of70 couples, the "nasty tasks" were divided equally, whi the remaining tasks were divided proportionally TYPES OF COUPLE RELATIONSHIPS Note to educators: As the following information is presented ro couples, they will identifu with one or more of the types. It is important to convey empathy and understanding, not judgment, on any type of couple. Most couples want to be in a peer or equal partner marriage but probably are in a near peer or transitional relationship. Normalizing the stress while also providing hope and ideas for change are critical. For educators with advanced training, using the genogram activity (see Appendix B) can assist couples in understanding their current dilemmas within a context, thereby reducing blame of self and other. Couples can easily get stuck in blame rather than getting on with making necessary changes.
The studies reviewed below were chosen to share with couples for two reasons. First, they document the possibility of developing and maintaining equality while also documenting the larger group of couples who wish to do so but experience obstacles. Second, the results are easily transferable to practical suggestions for couples. The two studies (Rabin, 1996; SchwarIz, 7994) are already in book form available to couple educators.
In the Peer Marriage study, interviewed 56 perr couples, 22 near peer couples, and22 traditional couples from 6 different U.S. cities. Rabin interviewed 70 couples from three countries (i.e., Israel, the United Kingdom, and the United States), and labeled couples practicing equality, Equal Partners. Both researchers also identified couples who were struggling with issues ofequality (i.e., transitional couples), and traditional couples. or Equal Partner Marriages (Rabin, 1996) believe in the importance or relationship equality and are dedicated to establishing fairness and collaboration within their relationships. They describe an intense companionship and sharing in the tasks ofchild raising, decision-making, and housework. These couples consider peer marriage or equal partnership salvation from instability. "They believe that the only way to maintain a lifetime together is to create an irreplaceable and interdependent union of equals" (Schwartz, 1994, p. 2) . They practice equality by flexibly blending the various ways of defining equality that are noted above.
Couples in Peer Marriages
Blaisure & Koivunen/lnco rpo ral The Near Peers (Schwartz, ) a 1996 believe in equality but are unable io prir large portion of Western world. Relationship di as couples attempt to meld companionship n friendship and equality, recent increases in wc conflict. Rabin identified two sub-groups of c who live parallel lives, and those who engagc i
In Parallel Lives Couples, the men because the men have no model of equali domination and lack a vision of intima independence. Emotional closeness becomes increased conflict, which triggers aggression : tend to use rational arguments to dehne re closeness is scary for the women for fear of fall These fears are founded. In parallel couples tl dominate because of having little to no exF thereby falling into traditional interactional st of cooperation beyond the restricted and traditional gender roles.
Open Conflict Couples engage each t younger couples than Parallel Couples. The m the women may ignore changes men have couples need to decrease proportional equity. ir feminine (i.e., they both need to nurture the importance of nurturing).
Traditional Couples divide male and f Final authority rests with men who make the t deal with daily family problems. These cot intimacy, deep friendship, and mutual resp€ct moderate to overt and severe. In such relations distorted because they are gender bound. If the is usually germinating in wife" and her anger anger is denied, and part of therapeutic ue entitlement (Rabin, 1996, p.136) .
DEVELOPING EQUALITY IN COU
Note to educator: The "Encouraging B) can promote the attitude of respect fs the well as enhance individual couples' feeli facilitation skills are critical to the success of tl use group discussion to help couples atter personalize issues of entitlement, and persura could also present to the group their ( responsibilities. However, if this actirity' is couples do not evaluate each other's plans. Tltc Near Peers and Transitional Couples (Rabin, 1996) believe in equality but are unable to practice it. These couples constitute a large portion of Western world. Relationship dissatisfaction and instability result as iouples attempt to meld companionship with hierarchy. However, without friendship and equality, recent increases in women's power resuits in increased conflict. Rabin identified two sub-groups of couples who become stuck: those nho live parallel lives, and those who engage in ongoing, open con{lict'
In Parallel Lives Couple,s, the men withdraw from strong women because the men have no model of equality to follow. The women fear domination and lack a vision of intimacy that does not compromise independence. Emotional closeness becomes scary for the men because of increased conflict, which triggers aggression and/or a desire to flee. They then tend to use rational afguments to dehne reality for the couple. Emotional closeness is scary for the women for fear of falling into a traditional female role. These fears are founded. In parallel couples there is evidence of men trying to dominate because of having little to no experience of equality with women, thereby falling into traditional interactional styles. These couples need a vision of cooperation beyond the restricted and narrow definitions afforded by uaditional gender roles.
open Conflict couples engage each other in conflict. They tend to be younger couples thar Parallel Couples. The men may avoid direct conflict, and rhe women may ignore changes men have made. .Rabin suggests that such couples need to decrease proportional equity, increaseneed equity, and value the feminine (i.e., they both need to nurture the relationship and appreciate the importance of nurturing).
Traditional Couples divide male and female roles into separate spheres. Final authority rests with men who make the major life decisions while women deal with daily family problems. These couples tend to sacrificc goals of intimacy, deep friendship, and mutual respect. Inequality ranges from subtle to moderate to overt and severe. In such relationships, unique personalities become distorted because they are gender bound. If these couples seek therapy, "change is usually germinating in wife" and her anger is hidden in syrnptoms. Often her anger is denied, and part of therapeutic treatment is nurturing a sense of entitlement (Rabin, 1996, P.136) .
DEVELOPING EQUALITY IN COUPLE RELATIONSHIPS
Note to educator: The "Encouraging Empathy" activity (see Appendix B) can promote the attitude of respect for the changes coupies are making, as weil aJ enhance individual couples' feelings of closeness. Solid group facilitation skills are critical to the success of this activity. Also, educators could use group discussion to help couples attending a program recognize and personaliie issues of entitlement, and personal definitions of fairness. Couples could also present to the group their own work pattern of sharing responsibilities. However, if this activity is chosen, it is recommended that couples do not evaluate each other's plans. Beyond increasing awareness of I { fi T inequalities, couples should learn specific skills in communication and confli managemenI techniques.
The models for developing equality within a couple relationship sh similar characteristics. They note the critical role of friendship, in addition experiencing similar worlds based on sharing responsibilities, monitoring one own contributions, learning communication and conflict management, sharing a common ideology.
FRIENDSIilP/PEER MARzuAGE MODEL
The interactional elements of deep friendship include demonstrat understanding of the other with tolerance and respect. Partner's inhabit sh worlds so they experience similar frustrations and joy. They cultivate the abili to negotiate differences, and balance togetherness with privacy and No more than a 60/40 split of household duties and child raising exists. p share equal influence over important and disputed decisions, and have control over family economy and access io discretionary funds. Also, person's work carries equal signifrcance.
The rewards of Peer Marriage include experiencing the primacy of relationship and each partner's commitment to the relationship. Intimacy based on knowledge of other. Costs associated with Peer Marriage inc betraying tradition and career advancement (Peer Couples put their relati quality ahead of career and therefore will pass by advancements or raises if i means less family time). Some partners experience costs related to not carrying out traditional gender roles and must reconstruc t a personal identity not based oo a gender stereot)pe. Peer Couples maintain such a close friendship that they often will transition through a time of learning how to experience passion free of hierarchy and power dynamics. Peer Couples can become so close that others become excluded. Finally, Peer Couples typically must take time and energy figuring out the right mix of equity and.equality. Rabin (1996) identified four conditions necessary to establish an Equal Parmership: friendship, shared power, bridging the gender gap in communication, and developing a shared ideology. First, friendship survives within "an atmosphere of equality," implying mutual concern and respect and lack of domination. Friendship is created by inhabiting shared worlds, and nu allowing gender to separate partners into "her" and "his" worlds. Equal partners share in financial, emotional, housework, and childrearing dimensions of life. They know each other's daily life and so can empathize easily. They share themselves as whole persons, not restricted by gender scripts. "Couples who shared their lives developed the essential empathic attachment that underlies friendship: the fiiend's needs are perceived as influential, as they are felt as compellingly as one's own. This mutual identification results in a willingness to sacrihce for the other's development, and an awareness of the requirements for the other's well-being....These are aspects of friendship that women have Blaisure & Koivunen/I nco rp o ral itionally offered to their partners, but ha rn" (Rabin, 1996, p.64 Overcoming a gender gaP in commut an avoidairce of conflict, enhance self-disclc from their wives. Women learn to invest in. partners celebrate individual differences relationship, and consider disagreements as ac shared ideology regarding reasons for establ partnership. Relationship quality prevails as lhemselves in a larger community and bene belonging often provides.
EQUALPARTNERS MODEL

FEMINISTS AND MARRIAGE MODEL
This model stresses the importance ol monitoring of equality within and outside of [z & Allen, 1995, p.10) . Couples engage in livt wife and husband note and critique gender experiences. By doing so, husbands validate treatment and communicate their dedication tt participate in public acts of equality (e..g, wit couples filing taxes under the wife's name) activities by caring for children, bringing dinn space in the home for her project. Partners als to their relationship and to family life, and addressing conflict and nurturing the relatio beliefs as providing guidance for moving towl traditional marriage model offcrs.
SUMMARY
Issues of equality and couples' bel appear central to the livcs of many couples. parts of this information in her couple educati< information as a whole to counseling studens experiences, the following suggestions arc oll to equality, power, and gender.
First, convey a deep respect fc h( attempted to respond to such a confusing sai:
Blaisure & Koivunen/Incorporating a Discussion of Equality 83 tionallyofferedtotheirpartners,buthaverarelyreceivedthemselvesin "; in^Ui", 1996, p.64). Friends also monitor their own contributions to the ip rather than focusing on what they ar.e getting' -* "ii.G power in decision_making typically requires.women to shrug learnedsubmissivenessandself-deprecatingbehaviorsandtolearnhowto and convince during conflict' Sharing power requires men 1o learn-to and embrace *om"n', anger' Both partners need to learn to hgnor.yhat 6rpi""ff' U"* labeled *o*"i', work or feminine, such as caring for others, uring relationships, appreciating beauty, valuing home life' and doing daily Overcoming a gender gap in communication requires thatmen reduce avoidahce of conflict, entrance self-disclosure' and become willing to learn their wives. Women learn to invest in, not criticize, their partners' Both :is celebrate individual differences as bringing strength to^ their i"r.ittp, and consider disagreements asacceptable' Finally' couples foster a J iO*fogy regarding ,"u-roo* for establishing and Tui"'*"i1$ -"i-::i-11 ,frip-fliuti;"shif*quality prevails as a shared value' Couples involve ves in a larger community and benefit from the social support such ThismodelStressestheimportanceofvigilance,the..attendingtoanda toring of equatity within and outside of [a couple's] relationship" (Blaisure ten, iggS, p.tOj. Couptes engage in five processes of vigilance' Both the urri no.U*a note and critique gender injustices in social and personal :s. ny Ooittg so, husbands nulidut" wives' experiences of differential -A "o*-,i"icate their dedication to equality in general' Couples also ;tp* in public acts of equality (e"g, du"t 1* changing their last names'
,i"i mi"g't*es under the wrfl's nu*"1 Third' husbang: :-ttn::t-f::t-;;;, ty Juriog for children, bringing dinner to her place of work, or tharing ;e in the home for her project. partnirs also monitor ft"tt-:* contri!1ti111 il'# t"i"ir"irtrip *o to iamilv life, and are emotionally responsible for bessing conflict and nurturing the relationship' Femilist, "::pt:-t :T-.:1."t:
often provides' AND MARRIAGE MODEL ;;;iilg guidance for-moving towards something bener than whar a marriage model offers.
Issues of equality and couples' beliefs and practices in. these areas central to tfre tivei of many iouples' The first author has incorporated of thi, irrf*rrration in her couple education programs and has presented the nation as a whole to counseling students and their partners' Based on these ,fr" foUo*ing suggesd;ns are offered for addressing issues related ty, power, and gender' nirrt, "oon"y u a""p respect for how individlals and couples have il"rp".J;;J; conhrsing social time. Acknowledge rhe powerof social scripts that most of us followed with little choice. cast a discussion these issues as an opportunity to consider what has worked for the couple what has outlived its usefulness. By relying on studies, the first author has fr iess defensiveness on the part of couples than if such ideas are promoted wi connection to research results. Regardless of the identified benefrts of equality and the potential couples to experience greater intimacy and satisfaction, -iny cou B laisure & Koivunen /l nc o rpo l gentle curiosity and a seriousness about u'ha Fking could serve to keep the status quo i topics to emerge). Such an intervention n refl ection and self-awareness.
Anger is another common responsc lhat occurs at home). Some physical signs of the conversation, not listening to other panic from conversation. At the first sign of ange workshop, identify and normalize possible r like the following could be said, "It is in reactions are normal to what we will cover invited to do today is to recognize our reacr mean for us and our relationship, and choose reactions (e.g., challenge our own beliefs. pr stress releasers). We are all on a journel' tc that they are strong and satisfying. This jou. road repair. Our partner and ourselves necd this journey of equality and committed ro le: make our journey more satisfying." It mighr workshop with a deep breathing exercise.
Fourth, it is highly recommended degree in family life education, marriagc and health degree; or substantial experience and should have engaged in extensive expericnr power, and communication and confli concerning these issues is instrumenral in gowth in these areas.
Finally, couple education progrruns to embrace conflict as a positive force in thcir more likely than men to raise points of relati< growing sense of entitlement increases the 1994), it is possible that many couple er women's relationship satisfaction b1, indiro However, we know of no evaluation studl' r has considered satisfaction with division r outcome variables.
Research is needed to discover if cr movement toward more equality-based re marriage education programs promoting equ extent are they reinforcing the status quo of rr research should not only consider couples' pc the process of decision making, bur also (Zvonkovic, Greaves, Schmiege, & Hall. decision the one initially advocated by one pa chosen decision something beyond what rhe decision benefit the most? experience tension around changing their gender arrangements toward mo equality. The couples who experience the joy and deep satisfaction of equalir based relationships are those in which the partners share an ideolosv a practice of equality (Blaisure & Allen, 1995; Rabin, 1996; Schwart l'[,S Vannoy-Hiller & Philliber, 1989 ). Ir appears rhar traditional arrangements prevent intimacy between partners (Horst & Doherty, lgg5) . If r man holds onto traditional gender expectations, increases in sharing power and household labor are associated with decreasing satisfaction and increasing relationship tension (Hochshchild, 1989; Rabin, 1996) . Addressing both gender beliefs and behaviors in education programs, therefore, is important.
Individual, relational, and societal factors make addressing gender and power in relationships a source of discomfort and fear for both partners (Rabin, 1996) . Bringing up these topics in an educational prograrn could tap thar discomfort and fear. However, many of the couple education programs of which we are aware (i.e., couples Communication, preparation and Relationship Enhancement Program, Relationship Enhancement), are already "tampering; with familiar gender roles by encouraging, for example, the acquisition of communication and conflict management skills. Through the use of such skills, men are learning to become more emotionally open and remain engaged in a conflictual interaction, and women are learning how to argue their points. It is within reason to suggest that such skills, if used, could assist couples in practicing more equality in their relationships. For example, emotional availability of both partners is central to couples' experience of equaiity (Blaisure & Allen, 1995; Rabin, 1996; vannoy-Hiller & philliber, 1989i . Ir is recommended that the information presented in this paper be paired with skills training in communication and conflict management. Adding a focus on equality may make a couple education program longer by approximately four hours.
second, be sensitive to one's own gender, especially if female. Female family life educators can overcome possible participant defensiveness by empathizing with the confusion and frustration resulting from the changing expectations for women and men in intimate relationships. Highlighting the changes that have occurred in marriage helps set a tone of optimism and appreciation for changes men have made. Again, by referring to research, educators can avoid sliding into generalizations while also recognizing that gender does matter in relationship quality.
Third, discomfort, anxiety, fear, or embarrassment can appear in the form of joking (e.g., "now we know who wears the pants," "thatb just like a man"). Ignore those jokes and move the group ahead. If the jokes become plentiful or seem to hinder the group process, note thatjokes indicate discomforr and ask what is uncomfortable about the content (in a way that communicates a r ng CS Blaisure & Koivunen/Incorporating a Discussion of Equality 85 curiosity and a seriousness about what is under discussion. Such kind of could serve to keep the status quo intact, that is, not allow necessary to emerge). Such an intervention moves a group to another level of tr(l-: l:31 and self-awareness.
Anger is another common response (and could be mirroring the anger occurs at home). Some physical signs of anger are raised voices, dominating conversation, not listening to other participants, interrupting,and withdrawal conversation. At the hrst sign of anger, or even at the beginning of the kshop, identify and normalize possible reactions to the content. Something the following could be said, "It is important to note that a variety of ions are normal to what we will cover in our time together. What we are ited to do today is to recognize our reactions, consider what these reactions rrean for us and our relationship, and choose constructive means to handle those reactions (e.g., challenge our own beliefs, practice couple skills, identify useful gress releasers). We are all on a journey to transform couple relationships so that they are strong and satisfying. This journey is not without its detours and road repair. Our partner and ourselves need to know that we are committed to Oris journey of equality and committed to learn and practice the skills that will make our journey more satisfying." It might be helpful to begin and/or end the workshop with a deep breathing exercise.
Fourth, it is highly recommended that educators have an advanced degree in family life education, marriage and family therapy, or a related mentai health degree; or substantial experience and training in these areas. Educators should have engaged in extensive experiential learning in the areas of gender, power, and communication and conflict management. Self-awareness concerning these issues is instrumental in successfully facilitating couples' growth in these areas.
Finally, couple education programs highiight the necessity of couples to embrace conflict as a positive force in their relationship, and since women are more likely than men to raise points of relationship dissatisfaction and women's growing sense of entitlement increases the possibiiity of conflict (Gottman, 1994) , il is possible that many couple education programs are improving women's relationship satisfaction by indirectly addressing issues of equality. However, we know of no evaluation study of couple education programs that has considered satisfaction with division of labor and decision making as outcome variables.
Research is needed to discover if couple education programs result in movement toward more equality-based relationships. To what extent are marriage education programs promoting equality-based relationships? To what extent are they reinforcing the status quo oftraditional gender roles? Evaluative research should not only consider couples' perception ofmarital satisfaction and the process of decision making, but also the outcome of decision making (Zvonkovic, Greaves, Schmiege, & Hall, 1996) . How often is the chosen decision the one initially advocated by one partner or the other? How often is the chosen decision something beyond what the couple began with? Who does the decision beneltt the most? Working with couples in education programs is quite rewardi However, couples face numerous challenges in the building a relati responsive to each partner's expectations of fairness and intimacy. Family educators can respond to the tension experienced by many heterosexual and assist them in developing the beliefs andbehaviors that enhance relati satisfaction and stability. In this activitv. individuals are askg by moving to a part of the room. The (e.g., agree or disagree) or three (e.g four (e.g., strongly agree, agree, disagree, smc group's development, lead with less controners ones that help the group to get to know one m together). If the group is comfortable with me generate the questions. In this activity, individuals are asked to respond to a statemenl-or question by moving to a part of the room. The room could be divided into two responses (e.g., agree or disagree) or three (e.g., agrec, disagree, and unsure) or tour (e.g., strongiy agrec, agreg, disagrec, strongly disagree). If used early in a gloup's deveiopment, lead with iess controversial statements/questions, such as ones that help the group to gct to know one another better (e.g., location, years together Invite individual couples to discuss between themselves what areas of their life fall within the three justice rules: the 50/50 Rule, the Proportional Equity Rule, and the Need Equity Rule. Ask them to discuss how they perceivc the other person empowering them (e.g., she describes how she perceives him as empowering her, then he describes how he perceives her empowering him)" B lais ure & Ko ivunen/l trc o m a ENCOIJ'RAGING EMPATHY Ask the group to brainstorm somc deal with in' their relaLion-ships-Witb-rhc gr turned into a role play (e.g., arguing abou than what the couple agreed to was oka) group into women and men. Each group rr would be for a woman or a man. Ask e behaviors, sentences, attitudes, and fecl in si each group chooses one person who uili tht the scenario. Run the scenario for approrin Ask each participant in the rolc pi feeling, and what they wanted or did not u a among themselves about what the pcrson feeling, thinking, wanting. Give thc role -pi minutes to talk. Start with one of the sroup what they think the woman is feeling/thinki the woman who did the roie-play to disclu ask the women's group if they have anlrhinl group what they think the man is feeling/th Ask the man who did the roie-play to disclo ask the men's group if they have anrthing u
The goal ofthis activity is to prorr each to hear the other sex being empathic. ) role-play participant to talk and to each gro APPENDIX C: ST STRATEGMS THAT CO\T Strategies that mask inequalitics arc couples. By learning to notice them and reir can move cioser to establishing equalitl in t THE ARGIJMENT OF FAIRNESS Resorting only to a feeling oi i equality in a relationship typicall\ rrra Couples can fail to recognize gender bia:es "right or equal." Equal partner relationship as equitable (Regan & Sprecher, 1995r Ask each participant in the role play to silentlv consider how she/he is ing, and what they wanted or did not want to happen. Ask each group to talk fhemselves about what the person from the other group is probably ling, thinking, wanting. Give the role-play participants and the groups a few utes to talk. Start with one of the groups, let's say the men's group. Ask them they think the woman is feeling/thinking/wanting from the interaction. Ask woman who did the role-play to disclose her feelings/thoughts/wants. Then the women's group if they have anything to add. Then ask the women's p what they think the man is feeling/thinking/wanting from the interaction. the man who did the role-play to disclose his feelings/thoughts/wants. Then the men's group if they have anything to add.
The goal of this activity is to promote empathy for one another and for each to hear the other sex being empathic. Make sure equal time is given to each role-play participant to talk and to each group to talk.
APPENDIX C: STRATEGIES STRATEGIES T}IAT COVER UP INEQUALITY
Strategies that mask inequalities are often employed unconsciously by couples. By learning to notice them and refusing to consider them valid, couples can move closer to establishing equality in their relationship.
TI{E ARGUMENT OF FAIRNESS
Resorting only to a feeling of fairness to determine the status of equality in a relationship tlpically masks inequality (Hochschild, 1989) . Couples can fail to recognize gender biases built into what they feel or sense is "right or equal." Equal partner relationships may not perceive their relationships as equitable due to gender socialization. He may subjectively feel like he is doing more than the woman, and she may feel like she is doing less than she should even though they are dividing tasks equally. If a person is use to doing only 25Vo of Ihe work of the home, doing 5OVo may feel llke 8OVo. Also, equal influence in decisions may not be seen as fair because couples may assume higher earnings should result in greater say making.
TIM STRATEGY OF COMMUNICATION
This strategy is insidious, especially given the focus on communication development in couple education programs. If wives participate in discu regarding a decision, they will determine the outcome is fair, even if ou benefit husbands. Wives will go along with husbands' ideas as long as process is ajoint one and theoretically the couple could have decided differe .
'.Although the distribution of outcomes is unfair, women may not sense injustice because they accept as appropriate the participatory process by whi the outcomes were created. Komter (1989) would say that this is the result husbands' latent power. No grievances or complaints occur because wi anticipate the needs and wishes of their more powerful husbands" 1991, p.193). identihed at least seven different tojusti$ an unequal situation: differences in skills, labeling situation as na inequality as choice, not minding discrepancy, understanding the other' behavior, other's behavior is really one's fault, and inequality as circumsta Such justifications reinforce the status quo because they remove the possibili of and responsibility for change from the partners.
BENIGN FRAI\4ING/RATIONALIZATION
IGNORING LATENT POWER
Ignoring the long-term consequences ofpower differentials, especially t use of latent power stresses a relationship and the partners. . Such hiding of issues limits the potential helpful conflict the couple can experience. Sometimes, responsibility for change is placed on the woman to "get help" for her dissatisfaction or depression.
RATIONALIreD POWER IMBALANCES
Closely following benign refiaming is rationalizing inequality through personal characteristics Hochschild, 1989; : lack of attentiveness (e.g., "What dirt?"), willing but incompetent (e.g., "I'm just no good at...), out-waiting the other partner's patience until she does the task herself, inexperience or clumsiness, tiredness, niceness (e..g., "I don't want to disturb him), not brought up to do whatever, and impossibility of change (e.g., "You don't teach old dogs new tricks).
Blais ure & Ko ivun en /I nc o rPo raa EWORK AS WIVES' PERSONAL NEE Sometimes couples cast work of the htrne ure for women than for men. However, trt , menial, mindiess, repetitive, and lm research suggests that men find family r women request 'help," family wsk h when women are the ones to determine tl facto, the one with the need to have family -GROUP AND BETWEEN-GROUP ( When men are compared to each other a I parisons) they often appear superior (e.g house than Joe does. And he certainly does mo if women compare themselves to other womer better situation. However. a conclusion abcut family work may differ greatly if his compariso lo women (i.e., between group comparison) (Tt
LACK OF ENTITLEMENT
Women demonstrate a lack of entitlement I and trying to "do it all," (i.e., superwoman), c for sleep, good nutrition, exercise, personal t attempt to accomplish the work, responsibilit "One person should not be more privileged instance, be 'waited upon' by the other. T relationships between superiors and inferics, serve, are, again, sharp reminders ofinequaliq of equality and mutual caring" (Goodnow & B<
STRATEGIES TTIAT PROM(
Couples could be asked to reflect on t following strategies. Examples for each cr participants.
RECOGNIZE ENTITLEMENT
Family work is no longer a woman's otu . '?ersons of high self-esteem t Especially in women, lowered self-esteem I equitable relationship" (Rabin, 1996, p (Thompson, 1991, p. 184 ) . research suggests that men hnd family work more desirable than women. When women request 'help," family work has become their personal need. Also, when women are the ones to determine the "standard," they then become, ipso facto, the one with the need to have family work done at a particular level.
WITHIN-GROUP AND BETWEEN_GROUP COMPARISONS
When men are compared to each other or to their fathers (i.e., within-group comparisons) they often appear superior (e.g., "John does more around the house than Joe does. And he certainly does more than his father ever did."). Or if women compare themselves to other women they may conclude they have a better situation. However, a conclusion about how much a man conlributes to family work may differ greatly if his comparison group changes from other men to women (i.e., between group comparison) .
LACK OF ENTITLEMENT
Women demonstrate a lack of entitlement in at least two ways: by believing and trying to "do it all," (i.e., superwoman), or by denying personal needs (e.g., for sleep, good nutrition, exercise, personal time) in order to accomplish or attempt to accomplish the work, responsibility, and nurturing of the family. "One person should not be more privileged than the other: should not, for instance, be 'waited upon' by the other. These occasions, reminiscent of relationships between superiors and inferiors, or customers and people paid to serve, are, again, sharp reminders of inequality, blowing away the surface story of equality and mutual caring" (Goodnow & Bowes, 1994,p. 189-190) .
STRATEGIES T}IAT PROMOTE EQUALITY
Couples could be asked to reflect on their lives if they practiced the following strategies. Examples for each one could be generated by the participants.
RECOGNIre ENTITLEMENT
Family work is no longer a woman's own particular problem . "Persons of high self-esteem expect more equal relationships. Especially in women, lowered self-esteem may result in settling for a less equitable relationship" (Rabin, 1996, p. 25) .
DON'T RELY ON GENDER
Negotiate specific tasks without resorting to gender as a reason assuming/assigning a specific task .
DESIGN OWN WORK PATTERN
Take into account couples' definition of fair, practicality, pleasant place live, good relationship, and reasonable lifestyle. Consider each person preferred jobs. Resolve differences in standards by changing compromising, or living with difference. Avoid "your job, my way . COUNTER RATIONALIZATIONS Greet justifications and rationalizations "with the skepticism and the hu they deserve" (Goodnow & Bowes, 1994, p.182) . For example, when says, "I don't know how, " respond with, "You've got to be kidding," or me show you." When someone is learning a job, don't rescue them, but be to give them reinforcement for trylng. Also, employ humor and consider areas which both persons are novices and can learn together.
CONFRONT DILEMMAS
Couples must be willing to engage in conflict negotiation, that is, a shared willingness to work through an issue until it is resolved . Fighting reflects a willingness to raise issues but it is mutual than negotiation. Power struggles are less direct, and occur when partners are unwilling to accommodate, and are bogged down in gender roles.
CHALLENGING INEQUALITY
Identifu inequalities in a relationship. Do not allow power differentials to be framed as wives' personal lack of assertiveness. They must also consider husbands' need to be more accommodating. Focusing exclusively on women's need to change reveals power differentials .
COMMENTSFROM OTHERS
Comments from ol.hers about the oddity of equality-based relationships violate a couple's assumption of equality . Common comments from others include: "He'11 leave you for another woman;" "You're under her thumb;" "Aren't you lucky;" "I wish my husband was like that." These comments can have an unstated portion to them, such as "don't be like this," or "change back to the [unequal] way you were."
Possible responses to such comments are: "I don't worry about what my [male] friends think' (i.e., let them think what they will); "It's their generation (i.e., do not accept their problem as your own; or note the unfair treatment of Blai s ur e & Koivunen/I nc o rpo rat with a polite, regretful, or direct respo es, I am lucky'' or "I'm lucky to have hinL a to have each other." A comment that exp anyone thinks of it as lucky. I think it is t yone." And finally, a direct challenge no it could save your marriage" (Goodnow & 
